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¶ Graham Whitford (of Whitford and Peck, East Melbourne) has been appointed the Small Age Homes
Director of Housing, Service of the R.A.I.A., Victorian
Chapter. He most worthily succeeds in the succession
of Robin Boyd, Neil Clerehan, Jack Clarke and Daryl
Jackson (the last about to embark on his Stramit
Scholarship adventure). The Service accepts the suburban block scale of development and offers partial
architectural services for the home building budget
when the architect in business cannot afford to involve himself in full services. The challenge comes to
the Service from the speculative building firm, recently arrived, who employs the architect for the
many-off, and from the speculative flat and villaunit investor who badly needs a Service. Most capital
newspapers have a "home-service", a misnomer compared to the excellent quality of the "Age" output,
thanks to Young Professional competition in Victoria.
¶ The S.A. Government's approval of the Metropolitan
Adelaide Transportation Study has been announced
together with a considerable list of deferments including 6 freeway proposals, 18 arterial roads and 3 railway schemes. What is left? The underground railway
has been approved, on the proviso of further feasibility
studies. The Govt. acknowledges the need for full
consideration of social and aesthetic considerations in
transport planning — acknowledging that transport
planning will be done? C-S gave news of the running
of this $574m. scratched horse in Issue No. 191.
¶ The new Mornington Peninsula and Westernport
(East of Melbourne) Regional Planning Authority,
formed under new town planning legislation passed
last year in Victoria, will soon be followed by another
authority covering Melbourne's Western outskirts, the
Geelong and Bellarine Peninsula region.
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The influence of Maekawa and Tange are seen here in
the Freemason's Headquarters in Terrace Drive, Perth.
Nicely detailed concrete frame with precast concrete
panels and concrete block infill brick paving and timber ceiling form an impressive space looking across
the park strips and freeways to Perth Water. Two
large plain boxes which form the lodge rooms are
picturesquely placed under the huge regular deep and
apparently more formal roof line, which resolves the
design into the cool clear-cut monumental. The whole
complex is raised over a parking area. A pierced
concrete screen, sunlit during the day and artificially
illuminated by night, silhouettes the symbols of Freemasonry. Architects: Forbes and Fitzhardinge (A.
Brand in charge). Consulting Engineer: D. H. Fraser.
Builders: Hutchenson Bros. The Architects were
chosen for the project by limited competition.
if Hobart architects Bush, Parkes, Shugg and Moon
are doing a feasibility study for an estimated $8 million West End shopping plaza for Hobart.
¶ Perth is finally to have its new concert hall at an
estimated $3.1 million instead of the previous $2
million. Architects Howlett and Bailey have designed
another version of the ubiquitous Temple of the Arts
that is the architectural norm nowadays with new
building (viz. National Library, W.A. University Library,
etc.). But with their usual flair for decor and detail
this example should be fairly swinging when completed.

Avon Products Pty. Ltd. building in French's Forest
suggests a vision of the new industrial environment;
ordered, precise, clean, sculpturally separate and
idealised buildings stand in an open space which
exalts "natural" values and an escape from the intellectualism which now stands behind modern man's
every artifact. The 4-storey admin. block stands on the
left and around it are cafeteria, manufacturing and
distribution buildings. Flat plate construction, solar
bronze glass, anodised aluminium, and finely worked
precast panels make up the ordered environment,
while grass, dry leaves, bark, and the tangled arms of
the eucalyptus shelter man outside his work. Altogether a worthwhile achievement. Architects: Brown,
Brewer and Gregory. Structural: Rankine & Hill. Electrical and Mechanical: Norman & Addicoat. Hydraulics:
Ledingham & Hensby. Quantity Surveyor: Rider Hunt
and Partners. Site: 10 acres. Cost: $4,500,000.
¶ The 6th Annual Australian Ergonomics Conference
will take place at the A.N.U., Canberra, on August 28th
and 29th. Theme: "Ergonomics — productivity and
safety".

With the advent of the architect-designed off-the-peg
dwelling, the label "spec. housing" is starting to gain
respectability. The concept of the builder patron developed slowly with the pioneer work of Pettit & Sevitt
in Sydney and Corser in Perth. More recently, Melbourne has taken the lead in this field with the development projects of Merchant Builders. A cool, formidable and enlightened team led by David Yencken has
aimed at the medium-income buyer, with simple, goodlooking merchandise. Early projects were single
houses; followed by flats in Grange Rd., T'rak, and
town-houses in Sth. Yarra. Recently they have been
focussing their attentions on dwellings in the group
with projects such as Sorrett Avenue, Malvern, Molesworth St., Kew, and Yuille Street, Brighton (see C-S
No. 197) — both are tightly-knit urban clusters. Their
latest project, announced in February, is a series of
Radburn clusters grouped alongside a park, consisting
of 300 houses on 53 acres of the Rosanna Golf-links
in Heidelberg. The design team has adhered to a
rigid palette of forms, materials and details in order
to produce a coherent and unified environment. This
consistency of detail it is hoped will be carried into
the surroundings by providing free a landscape advisory service and submerging P.M.G. and S.E.C. services
below the ground surface. In the first stage houses
will be erected on individual plots. It is planned that
further development will be in Stratum Title form. Site
layout: Earle Shaw & Partners; Architects: Charles
Duncan, Graeme Gunn, Daryl Jackson, McGlashen &
Everist.
Illustrated here is a sample of one of Graeme Gunn's
and one of Daryl Jackson's designs.

This is the Kristiansen House, Blackburn, which conjures up a meeting of William Morris and Palladio.
The formality of some architecture found in Australia
is epitomised in the plan and disposition of spaces in
this house which is so strongly neo-Palladian, as to
even suggest the old master in its main facade where
there is just the suggestion of pediment (here pushed
back into the house). The architect, however, sees
this roof as an adaptation of the old vernacular Australian "hat". The concern for the vernacular is not
so much found here in form or plan, but in the insistence on "natural" materials — albeit sophisticated
ones. The browns of the expansive areas of timber
and quarry tiles form a conscious and warm contrast
to the stark white brick walls which so carefully delineate the formally composed spaces. Frances Seidel,
architect; R. Q. Evans, builder. Cost: $39,000.
¶ Peter Samuel's article "Planning our Cities" in
March 1st issue of Bulletin revealed that by International standards Australia spends a disproportionately high percentage of its Gross National Product
on urbanisation. It is surprising to learn that we do
spend so much on building cities; and even more surprising that we achieve so little with it. Most of the
money is being spent on short-term remedial measures and research — much of which is aborted by
pressures of political expediency. Little is spent on
long-term planning schemes. C-S endorses the suggestion that Federal grants should permit flexibility of
use by the States, i.e. grants should not be restricted
to particular projects such as underground railways or
elevated freeways, etc., but should be for "city transport needs". To be effective, however, it is clear that
Federal grants may eventually need to be made towards the whole field of town planning if Australia is
to survive its torrid urban adolescence.
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¶ A 334-seat intimate live theatre, the Playbox
Theatre, will be built in the Kelvin Hall building, partly
occupied as the headquarters of the Victorian Chapter
of the R.A.I.A. The stage facilities, stalls and dress
circle will bring life and activity to two floors of this
cavernous old building. Architects of the Playbox:
Bogle, Banfield & Partners.
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The Adams residence has 4 floors in 12-foot-wide
strips dropping at 4-foot intervals, on a steeply sloping
site overlooking bushy bits, grassland and power-lines,
in Templestowe, Melbourne. The roof line, finished in
brown Roman roof tiles over the successive levels:
children's bed, master bed and entry, dining and
utility, living and patio, follows the 17° slope of the
land. The prime view is down the site, north, and slit
and slot timber-framed windows control views of the
Yarra Valley, seen in the illustration of the exterior.
The open-gabled car shelter at the flattened top of
the site gives a fix and stability to the lower unidirectional sloping lines. The functional space requirements for each level-strip, and the designers' determination to provide views from each of these levels,
generates the dynamics of the projections on the east
and west fronts. The result is the romantic vernacular
(perhaps Sydney style) picturesque, well-detailed in
pinky-blue bricks, etc. The interior, with its flat timber
platform floors finished in carpet or vinyl tile, and
the sloped white Caneite ceilings with heavy timber
battening, reminisces the nature of the slope and the
direction of the view outside. Architects: Keith Reid
and John R. Reid. Builder: D. Burrows.
If An R.A.I.A. N.S.W. Chapter-sponsored exhibition at
the Sydney Building Centre featured 15 overseas toilets. Viewers were directed to speculate on the 'bulbous look' trend and were asked not to tamper with
the toilets. This is an admirable demonstration of
architect involvement in Industrial Design.

It's yours!
The texture of woven grass? Likewise.
You can create any special effect
you want from the range of
Armstrong-Nylex Vinyl Wall Coverings.
The 11 textured patterns, in 75 colours,
afford you the variety needed to suit any
style of interior. Reception areas,
general offices, clubs, hotel and motel
suites—applications for Armstrong-Nylex
Vinyl Wall Coverings are endless.
It's tough. Won't chip or crack. And not only
resists soiling but cleans easily too.
It can be fixed to wood, plaster, cement—
almost any surface.
Armstrong-Nylex Vinyl Wall Covering
is made under exclusive licence
in Australia to L. E. Carpenter
of the United States.

Melbourne: 464861.
Sydney: 750 0411. Perth: 24 1056.
Brisbane: 2 2984. Adelaide: 57 7371.

The large number of interior finishes available for
today's modern buildings present a time consuming
problem for the specifier. In selecting floor coverings
alone, it could be necessary for him to see a dozen
or more manufacturers' representatives and to consider all their various products before making his
final selection.
When a manufacturer can show the specifier a wide
range of products in a particular field much time can
be saved. In addition, the manufacturers representative
can make an unbiased recommendation if he can
offer a variety of products at different price levels,
each of which will adequately meet the job requirements.
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Another Perth building which uses the popular idiom
of concrete is the C.B.H. Off ice by architects Summerhayes Associates. A strikingly modulated relief is
formed on two sides of the building by an off-plywood
form reinforced concrete structure with precast sunhoods all painted white externally in "Filcote". The
sunhoods are a simple precast element which splay
upward on the South facade to emit maximum light,
the same element being reversed angled on the North
facade to provide shade, as seen in the illustration.
The service core blocks with their closed chamfered
forms complete the concrety image as they cluster
around the grids of the window walls. Consulting Engineer: M. C. Carigg. Quantity Surveyor: John Rawlinson & Partners. Electrical and Mechanical Consultants: Norman and Addicoat. Plumbing Consultants:
Chase and Brinkworth.
South Perth, across the Water from the C.B.D., is
booming with tall rise residential building. As examples
of the boom these three proposals submitted to Melville and South Perth Councils are an indication of the
scope of high density development: 1. A $20 million
housing complex incorporating a huge regional shopping centre at Booragoon; 2. A first-class international
hotel in Applecross estimated at $5 million; 3. A 465unit flat complex consisting of four ten-storey towers
in South Perth near the Causeway estimated at $3
million.

A special group of Armstrong-Nylex Architectural
Representatives have the responsibility of working
with architects, industrial designers and interior decorators to advise and assist them in the choice of
resilient floor and wall coverings. If a particular
material is rejected because of cost, quality and durability need not be sacrificed by having to specify a
lighter gauge or cheaper formulation material; instead
a different type of Armstrong-Nylex material, properly
balanced in cost and quality is readily available.
Almost all buildings need several types of floor and
wall finishes. There are prestige areas, heavy traffic
areas, utility areas and areas which must meet strict
hygiene requirements. All these needs can be met by
one or another of the Armstrong-Nylex products. They
will also meet the varying installation requirements
for different sub-floors and wall construction, such as
timber, concrete, plaster, on-grade slabs and so on.
But it is not enough simply to supply the right
materials. The supplier must also be able to provide
the correct technical information that will ensure
that the specifiers final choice will perform exactly
as required. Also, they must ensure that the material
is installed correctly, and be able to provide the
techniques to meet special installation requirements
such as are found in hospitals, laboratories and clean
rooms.
There are many factors which guide the choice of the
right material for each job. Factors such as lightweight concrete slabs, on-grade slabs, maintenance,
styling, colour, cost and so on. Whatever the requirements there is an Armstrong-Nylex material to meet
it and the technical know-how and ability to install
that material correctly.
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VICTORIA:

Public taste is like a rubber balloon: you push it down
in one place, it pops up somewhere else. 1967-68 saw
the successful demise of a plan to build a 250' high
replica of a gin bottle on the Nepean Highway near
Melbourne. Architects, critics and, apparently, the
client, breathed a grateful sigh of relief. Undaunted,
the public desire for novelty has been assuaged by this
Barrel near Eltham (architect John F. Tipping, builder
E. J. McGee P/L). Hardened alcoholics speeding
down the Main Road at Research may believe the
millenium has come.

NEW SOUTH WALES:

8 Radford Road, Reservoir, 3073.
Telephone: 46 4861.
717 Canterbury Road, Belmore, 2192.
Telephone: 750 0411.

QUEENSLAND:

35 Charlotte Street, Brisbane, 4000.
Telephone: 2 2984.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA:

290 Grange Road, Flinders Park, 5025.
Telephone: 57 7371.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA: Scarborough Beach Road,
Osborne Park,6017.
Telephone: 24 1056.
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Library Digitised Collections
Title:
Cross-Section [1969]
Date:
1969
Persistent Link:
http://hdl.handle.net/11343/24063

